Abstract

Emotion vocabulary development is a skill that can be targeted in preschools using shared book reading. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of a shared book reading intervention on the development of preschool children’s emotional vocabulary. Five typically developing 4-year-old children participated in the study. A single-case research design (SCRD) was employed; specifically, a multiple probe across behaviors. The primary dependent variable was the children’s ability to receptively identify emotion vocabulary depicted in Google images as well as provide correct responses to inference questions targeting emotion vocabulary. Results indicate that while all five children increased their ability to
shared book reading and provide correct responses to questions targeting emotional vocabulary during instructional sessions, probe results were variable for both measures. Implications for research and practice are provided.
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Instruction in emotion vocabulary is emphasized in social emotional curricula with the rationale that accurate identification and labeling of complex constructs such as “anger,” “frustration,” “jealousy,” and “embarrassment” better enables children to understand and successfully manage situations in which these feelings arise in themselves and others (Elias, 2014). To develop a firm understanding of any new vocabulary (including emotion related vocabulary), children need challenging opportunities that require deep processing through activities such as thinking about and discussing words, and examining and articulating that thinking (McKeown et al., 2012). These opportunities are provided through teacher scaffolding of children’s processing by using comments and questions that help build flexible representations of selected vocabulary likely to generalize to novel contexts and real-world situations (McKeown et al., 2012).

The development of social-emotional skills and related vocabulary can be fostered simultaneously when teachers read aloud and discuss books with social-emotional content (Doyle & Bramwell, 2006). Such books often include characters who solve problems and interact with others, providing children an opportunity to connect emotionally to these experiences and to develop emotion-related vocabulary through the conversations that occur during repeated readings, both through direct instruction of word meanings (McKeown et al., 2012) and incidental learning from conversation and play (Joseph & Strain, 2003). Moreover, discussion of storybook characters’ emotions is critical for comprehension of narrative texts and supports metacognitive thinking (Westby, 2004). It can also assist in the development of emotional literacy, or the ability to recognize, label, and understand one’s feelings and those of others. Developing an “emotion vocabulary” allows children to: (a) better discriminate among feelings, (b) communicate effectively with others about their feelings, and (c) engage in discussion about their personal experiences in and out of school (Westby, 2004). In sum, this vocabulary is a critical part of social emotional learning and emotional self-regulation.

Emotion Vocabulary in Storybooks

Montag and colleagues (2015) examined the vocabulary content of picture books targeted at preschoolers and found that books have greater lexical density and diversity than child-directed speech does; that is, they contain more words and more unique words. Additionally, Dawson and colleagues (2021) replicated these differences in density and diversity and found “book words” to be more sophisticated than words common in child-directed speech. Book words were more commonly nouns and adjectives, and they tended to be longer and more morphologically complex; they were also more
abstract, acquired later in development, and more emotionally arousing (Nation et al., 2022). Listening to book language therefore provides exposure to vocabulary that is quantitatively and qualitatively different from that experienced during day-to-day conversations. Books written for preschoolers contain more emotion words than child-directed speech does (Dawson et al., 2021); suggesting that opportunities for learning start early. It is also reasonable to assume differences regarding outcomes for children who do not experience much book language, or those who are less able to access it fully because of language-learning difficulties. In a longitudinal study, Griffiths et al. (2020) found that language skills at age 5 to 6 years predicted emotion recognition at age 10 to 12 years, and that children with language disorders were poor at recognizing facial and vocal emotion cues. Causal relations cannot be inferred from these data, but language has been posited as a “critical ingredient” in the perception and experience of emotion (e.g., Lindquist, 2017). Perhaps the wide-ranging, varied, deep, nuanced, and sophisticated language needed to serve this function is the language that is most represented in storybooks. Shared book reading is a commonly occurring routine in preschool classrooms and can be used to support emotion vocabulary development.

Shared Book Reading (SBR)

During SBR, an adult reads to a child or group of children and engages them with the content of the book (Barnes & Puccioni, 2017). In addition, SBR serves as a useful context to introduce vocabulary specific to emotions, which can support both language and social-emotional development. It is also a valuable instructional context for enhancing emotion understanding because teachers can ask questions about the characters’ emotions and children can infer feelings based on what they felt in similar situations (Spradlin & Brady, 2008). For instance, research suggests that young children respond with emotional-state talk when their teachers talk about emotion identification, causality, and inferences from the books they read (Alvarenga et al., 2020). Although the importance of shared reading has been long recognized (Noble et al., 2019), theoretical accounts of its contribution have emphasized factors such as dialogic exchange and talk about or around the text. Demir-Lira et al. (2019) found that parents used a broader range of vocabulary and more complex sentence structures during shared book-reading activities with 1- and 2-year-olds than they did in other interaction contexts, a finding consistent with book language itself being central to the importance of shared reading. Part of this effect was driven by the quality of the language parents used when talking around the text (e.g., providing descriptions of pictures), but it was mainly due to the complexity and diversity of the text itself.

Despite the large research base on SBR for developing preschoolers’ emotion vocabulary, studies incorporating inferencing skills when teaching emotion vocabulary during shared book reading are limited. Many SBR interventions, particularly those following a dialogic reading (DR) approach (Arnold & Whitehurst, 1994; Whitehurst et al., 1994), inferring is part of the type of adult–child exchange that is encouraged; however, only a few interventions focused specifically on promoting children’s inferencing skills have been developed. For example, van Kleeck et al. (2006) examined the effects of ‘scripted inferencing’ in storybooks. In their intervention, preschoolers were read to by researchers who utilized picture books containing scripted questions.
These elaborate scripts contained either literal or inferential questions to help children understand the story, prompts to aid children in responding to these questions, as well as corrective feedback. The researchers found positive intervention effects on children’s ability to respond to decontextualized talk. Similarly, Desmaris and colleagues (2013) used dialogic book-sharing, also with scripted questions, as well as scaffolding and modeling (e.g., thinking aloud) to support children in responding to the questions. Although statistically significant increases in inferential comprehension were found, improvements could not be clearly attributed to the intervention.

Preschool is an important place for social and emotional learning, and SBR is a commonly occurring routine (Martucci, 2016); however, interventions focused on inferencing to teach emotion vocabulary are limited. The current study aims to fill this gap by examining the impact of a SBR intervention, utilizing scripted questions focused on emotion identification and inference to self and others, within a preschool setting. The following research question guided this study: What is the effect of scripted, direct instruction during shared book reading on preschool children’s ability to define emotion vocabulary and make inferences about emotion vocabulary?

**Method**

All aspects of this project were approved by the Internal Review Board at a university located in the southeastern United States.

**Participants and Setting**

Participants were recruited from a private childcare facility serving preschool age (i.e., 3–5-year-old) children. Participating children were first identified by the assistant director of the facility for meeting the following criteria: (a) between the ages of 4–5, (b) regular attendance for the purposes of receiving the intervention 4–5 times per week, (c) potential to benefit from the intervention due to concerns related to language and social–emotional development, and (d) English as the primary spoken language. The assistant director then distributed the consent form to parents of children who met the criteria, numbering approximately 20. Six signed consents were returned, all were selected to participate in the study. None of the children were reported as having a disability. The Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals Preschool-3 (CELF Preschool-3; Wiig et al., 2020) was administered for a measure of receptive and expressive language. Table 1 provides demographic information and corresponding CELF-P3 scores.

Following this assessment, children were screened on their emotion vocabulary knowledge, including asking children to identify an emotion depicted in an image and answer inference questions related to emotion vocabulary. The screener was only administered one time. Based on this screener, targets were selected if the participant was unable to both of the following: (1) identify the emotion depicted in a Google image, and (2) provide correct responses to the inference questions related to the emotion vocabulary. Two children were ultimately dismissed from the study, one due to relocation and the other due to an inability to participate in the intervention. Children are identified throughout the study using pseudonyms.
The reading intervention took place Monday–Friday at the childcare center. The interventionist retrieved the participant from their classroom and led them to a private conference room. The interventionist recorded the sessions on a phone, tablet, or computer. The interventionist followed the same procedure for each child; however, slight changes were required for two of the participants. Wendy was accompanied by a childcare center employee (as requested by parents) who sat in the room but did not participate in the intervention. Parents elected to move Sam to a different preschool setting approximately three months after the intervention began; however, the first author was able to coordinate with the director and obtained permission to continue the intervention. The interventionists were able to meet with Sam three days a week in their art room.

**Materials**

Approximately 15 books were initially identified because the story focused on a character displaying an emotion aligning with criteria described under procedures. This list was narrowed to 9, largely due to availability. All members of the research team (i.e., two individuals with doctorates in early childhood special education, two doctoral students in special education, and one doctoral student in early childhood) independently reviewed the 9 storybooks and determined them to be age and developmentally appropriate. Storybooks selected for use in the intervention (i.e., 9) were scripted for use by the interventionists. Appendix A provides an example script for one of the storybooks utilized in the study, *Grumpy Monkey* by Susanne Lang. The interventionist utilized the book, corresponding script, and a recording device during the intervention.

**Dependent Variable**

The primary dependent variable was the percentage of correct responses on the probe, as measured by a researcher created scoring system. For each target word, three
questions were asked to determine whether participants could: (a) identify the target emotion word from a Google image (e.g., “What is this person feeling?”), (b) provide a correct response (i.e., one that was taught during the intervention) for an inference question related to themselves using the target emotion vocabulary word (e.g., “What is something you could do when you feel grumpy?”), and (c) provide a correct response (i.e., one that was taught during the intervention) for an inference question related to others question using the target emotion vocabulary word (e.g., “What could you do to help someone else who was feeling grumpy?”). Each question required the participant to access information in order to provide a correct answer, thereby making each question functionally distinct. Different Google images were used for each probe condition and were selected because they depicted a child displaying an emotion similar to the emotion depicted in the storybook. For example, in the book Grumpy Monkey, the main character was repeatedly told that his eyebrows were “bunched.” Therefore, Google images with children whose eyebrows were also “bunched” were selected. Both the first and second author reviewed the Google images for adherence to these procedures and agreed to include the image or select a different one.

Verbal responses were recorded and coded using the scoring system in Table 2. Participants could score a maximum of 3 points on the emotion identification question, and a maximum of 6 points on the inference questions related to self and others using the target emotion vocabulary word. All probe and intervention sessions were recorded using Vosaic, a cloud-based, secure platform for storing and coding videos. Interventionists live coded all probe sessions; research assistants were trained to code all intervention sessions.

**Experimental Design**

Single-case research design methodology was employed in this study. Specifically, a multiple probe across word sets design was used to determine the impact of the intervention on participants’ expressive and receptive emotion vocabulary knowledge. A multiple probe design allows the researcher to collect baseline data periodically over the course of the study, thereby limiting participant fatigue associated with long baseline conditions (Intepe-Tinger & Whalon, 2022). In this study, the multiple probe design was presented in phases to form their own condition (Gast et al., 2018, p. 246). This design is appropriate as academic skills are more likely irreversible (Ledford & Gast, 2018). The independent variable was introduced following an initial probe phase consisting of at least three data points. Then, intervention on the first set of target words was implemented until the participant reached the criteria (Intepe-Tinger & Whalon, 2022). To meet the criteria, the participant had to show an increasing/stable trend or reach a minimum of five data points. After reaching the criteria, vocabulary probes were administered.

**Procedures**

The interventionists included two master’s degree students, one in special education and the other in social work. Selection of target emotion words was completed using a multi-step procedure. First, a list of possible targets was drawn from Joseph
& Strain (2003), identified as “complex feeling words” and age-appropriate for 3–5-year-old children. This list of approximately 65 was compared to Baron-Cohen’s developmental survey of 336 emotion words (Baron-Cohen et al., 2010). Teachers and parents rated whether children of a specific age (ages 4–16) “clearly understood,” “possibly understood,” or “not understood” each word (Baron-Cohen et al., 2010). After comparison, the list was narrowed to 20 that included words that parents and teachers rated as being understood by 25% or fewer children ages 4–6 (e.g., cooperative, impatient, relaxed, etc.). The final nine target words (i.e., grumpy, determined, courageous, confused, embarrassed, curious, anxious, worried, disappointed) were determined based on the availability and developmental appropriateness of storybooks using that word as previously described, and then randomly assigned to three-word sets (i.e., three words/set). Targets were reassigned to different sets to avoid confusion with words that were conceptually similar (e.g., anxious/disappointed/worried). The intervention was delivered 4–5 days per week for approximately 14 weeks. Each session took between 15–30 minutes.

Table 2 Scoring System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Question Type (Literal/Inferential)</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Sample Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is the character feeling? (Point to picture while prompting)</td>
<td>Correct response aligns with emotion in illustration</td>
<td>Frustrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is something you do when you feel X?</td>
<td>Response aligns with examples provided during instruction</td>
<td>I ask for help; I take a deep breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What could you do if someone else felt X?</td>
<td>Response aligns with examples provided during instruction</td>
<td>Give them a hug or a soft touch; offer to help them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Or</td>
<td></td>
<td>Or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you know if someone else felt X?</td>
<td>Their face was scrunched up; They were crying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>What is the character feeling? (Point to picture while prompting)</td>
<td>Incorrect response given; no response</td>
<td>Angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is something you do when you feel X?</td>
<td>Response is inappropriate; no response</td>
<td>Ignore them; walk away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What could you do if someone else felt X?</td>
<td>Response is inappropriate; no response</td>
<td>Or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Or</td>
<td></td>
<td>They are smiling; They are laughing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Probe Condition. The interventionists administered probes, and all administration and scoring procedures followed those outlined in the dependent variable section. In all probe sessions, participants were asked to label the target word and respond inference questions related to emotion vocabulary. During the second probe condition, it was noted that participants were not able to identify the provided emotion image (i.e., generalized outcome) for the taught words in the first word set. To address this issue, both the context bound outcome (i.e., instructional image) and generalized outcome were included in all subsequent probe sessions. Similarly, scores on participants’ responses to both types of taught inference questions remained low or were scored as a zero. For example, the participant provided a response of either I don't know or a repeated or non-sensical response (e.g., I'll drink water) for the question (e.g., What could you do to help someone else who is feeling grumpy?). To address the limited progress on this context bound outcome, a scaffolding sequence was introduced. In step 1, the inference prompt was provided (e.g., What is something you could do if you feel grumpy?). If the response was correct, feedback was provided for working hard. If the response was incorrect (i.e., matching those previously described), the interventionist would move to step 2 and show an image corresponding to the target emotion word, and ask the inference prompt again. Again, feedback was provided for working hard if a correct response was given. If incorrect, the interventionist moved to step 3 and provided the inference prompt with a choice reduction (i.e., What is something you could do if you feel grumpy, would you scream or would you count to 10?). Feedback was provided for working hard if a correct response was given. If the participant provided an incorrect response or did not respond after 5 seconds, the researcher moved to the next item without providing any feedback or error correction.

Intervention. The intervention consisted of individual SBR sessions with each participant. Interventionists utilized scripted prompts before and during reading for each storybook. Prior to reading, the interventionist previewed the target word as follows: (1) asked the child to repeat the word, (2) provided a child-friendly definition, and (3) described the provided Google image corresponding to the emotion targeted in the storybook while providing statements related to the emotion identification prompt (e.g., This girl is grumpy, she looks upset. You can tell by looking at her face, her eyebrows are bunched up), inference to self-prompt (e.g., If you feel grumpy, you could find your favorite toy; this boy loves his teddy bear!), and inference to others prompt (e.g., If someone else is feeling grumpy, you could offer to play together; these girls are building with blocks.). The interventionist kept all 3 images displayed throughout the reading and encouraged the child to refer to them as needed.

During reading, the interventionist followed scripted procedures such that the emotion identification, inference to self, and inference to others’ prompts were each provided 3 times during each book reading session. Corrective feedback for the emotional identification prompt was provided as follows: (a) reinforcement for a correct response (e.g., That’s right, it’s called grumpy), and (b) a direct model for an incorrect response (e.g., It’s called grumpy). The interventionist followed with an expansion (e.g., Grumpy is when you feel upset) and request for the child to repeat (e.g., Say, ‘grumpy is when you feel upset’). For the inferencing to self and others prompts, a correct response was reinforced and followed with an expand and repeat prompt as previously described. For an incorrect response, a scaffolding sequence was initiated.
that included a reduction of choices (e.g., If you were feeling grumpy, would you find your favorite toy or would you be mean to people?); for a second incorrect response, a direct model was provided. In both cases, the expand and repeat prompts were provided as previously described.

Inter-observer Agreement

Four graduate research assistants (GRAs) in early childhood/special education independently scored all probe and intervention sessions. The first author trained all GRAs using mock videos until 90% agreement on three consecutive videos was reached. Once reliable, one GRA served as the primary coder, and another GRA coded a randomly selected 30% of sessions from each study phase (i.e., probe and intervention). All probe responses were recorded verbatim and double scored by the first author and a GRA. For Nick, interobserver agreement (IOA) was 93% (91%–100%) in intervention and 100% in probe conditions. For Ryan, IOA was 95% (93%–100% in intervention and 97% (94%–100%) in probe conditions. For Wendy IOA 97% (86%–100%) in intervention and 100% in probe conditions. For Sam IOA was 100% in intervention and 100% in probe. Coders reached 100% agreement after discussion.

Procedural Fidelity

Prior to the study, interventionists were trained on intervention and probe procedures using fidelity checklists. Fidelity checklists for each condition included procedures to ensure the interventionist conducted the study as intended. All coders received training until they reached a minimum of 100% agreement on three out of three consecutive mock videos. A randomly selected 30% of the sessions from each condition for each participant was coded. For Nick the procedural fidelity was 100% for intervention and probe conditions. For Wendy the mean was 98.25% (96%–100%) for the intervention and 100% for probe conditions. For Ryan the mean was 99.6% (97%–100%) for the intervention and 100% for probe conditions. For Sam the mean was 96.5% (94%–100%) for the intervention and 100% for the probe.

Data Analysis

Visual analysis is the gold standard for analyzing data in single-case research design (SCRD) and was used to measure the effects of the intervention on target behaviors (Ledford & Gast, 2018). The primary goal of visual analysis is to identify if a functional relation exists between the introduction of an intervention and change in a socially desirable behavior, as well as replicate effects across multiple participants. Visual analysis is sensitive to changes in behavior and allows researchers to analyze each participant’s behavior through repeated measurement and evaluation, allowing observation of abrupt, as well as subtle changes over time (Land & Gast, 2014). Children’s demonstration of knowledge of emotional vocabulary (i.e., identification and inferencing) was calculated, graphed, and analyzed for level, trend, variability/stability, and overlap within each condition.
Results

Figures 1 to 4 present data for all conditions by target word set, with a separate Figure for each participant. The graphed data represent the percentage of correct responses on the emotion identification and inference questions (i.e., self and others) related to emotion vocabulary probes (probe conditions) and emotion identification and inference (i.e., self and others) related to emotion vocabulary (intervention condition) by word set.

Figure 1. Percentage of Correct Responses for Nick.

Note: ● = emotion identification; ■ = inferencing; ▲ = generalization
Nick's correct responses in word set 1 probe phase was zero. Once intervention was introduced, Nick correctly identified emotion images, with variable scores ranging from 33% to 100% (average = 76%), for the remaining instructional sessions. No change was observed on either type of inference prompt; therefore, two additional instructional sessions with scaffolding previously described, were provided. The last two sessions showed an average of 64% correct responses. In the second probe condition, Nick's scores increased for both emotion identification ranging from 0%–100% (average =
67%) and inference prompts ranging from 67%–83% (average = 72%), demonstrating a shift in level. In the remaining two probe sessions, Nick’s scores on the emotion identification remained at 100% for both. Nick’s inference prompts in the 3rd probe session remained steady with a range from 50%–67% (average = 61%), but decreased
significantly in the last probe session, averaging 17%. No overlap was detected between probe phases before and after the intervention.

In the initial word set 2 probe condition, Nick scored zero percent for both emotion identification and inference prompts. Nick provided correct responses for both skills when the intervention was introduced, ranging from 67%–89% (average = 82%) for emotion identification and 61%–94% (average = 82%) for inference prompts. In the probe phase following intervention, Nick’s percentage of correct responses

Figure 4  Percentage of Correct Responses for Sam.
Note:  ● = emotion identification;  ■ = inferencing;  ▲ = generalization
increased slightly, ranging from 17%–33% (average = 22%) for emotion identification and 17%–67% (average = 45%) for inference prompts. Data on the final probe reflects a decrease in level for both skills, ranging from 0%–17% (average = 6%). Some overlap was noted between the last two probe sessions.

In word set 3, Nick’s percentage of correct responses in probe phases prior to intervention was at zero for both skills. When the intervention was introduced, Nick immediately answered questions correctly, reaching 100% across all 5 sessions for emotion identification. Nick also correctly answered inference prompts and remained high and stable across the sessions ranging from 28%–72% (average = 58%). In the following probe condition, Nick’s percentage of correct responses for emotion identification decreased to an average of 33% and 11% for inference prompts. Although lower than intervention, data in the probe condition remained slightly higher than phases prior to intervention with only one data point overlapping.

**Wendy**

Wendy’s correct responses in word set 1 probe phase for emotion identification was zero. Inference prompts were low, averaging 19%. Upon introducing the independent variable, Wendy’s correct responses to emotion identification questions improved, ranging from 67%–100% (average = 89%) and inference prompts ranging from 44%–67% (average = 56%). In probe condition 2, Wendy’s correct responses to emotion identification returned to near baseline levels ranging from 0%–17% (average = 4.25%). Inference prompts ranged from 17%–50% (average = 33%). Although low, only one data point overlapped with the probe phase prior to intervention. In the two remaining probe phases, Wendy remained at near zero levels for emotion identification. For inference prompts, Wendy’s correct responses ranged from 17%–83% (average = 53%); overlap with previous probe phases was noted.

In word set 2 initial probe conditions, Wendy scored zero on emotion identification and was low and stable on inference prompts. Upon introduction of the intervention, Wendy provided correct responses on emotion identification ranging from 22%–100% (average = 67%) and on inference prompts ranging from 17%–67% (average = 54%). When examining the probe phase following intervention, Wendy’s percentage of correct responses ranged from 33%–67%, demonstrating a shift in level from the first probe. No overlap was detected between probe phases before and after invention. Wendy’s emotion identification in the final probe was variable ranging from 0%–67% (average = 28%); inference prompts maintained, averaging 72%. There was some overlap.

In word set 3, Wendy’s correct percentage of responses in the initial probe phases was low for both emotion identification and inference prompts. Percentage of correct responses improved immediately following introduction of the intervention, averaging 75% and 67% respectively for emotion identification and inference prompts. Due to a technology malfunction, a fifth data point was not recorded. Following the intervention, Wendy’s correct responses for emotion identification were low, with no overlap between probes prior to and after the intervention. For inference prompts, there was a clear shift in level, with an average of 72%, there was no overlap.
Ryan

Ryan’s correct responses on word set 1 probe phase for emotion identification and inference prompts was zero. Percentage of correct responses immediately following instruction, with emotion identification ranging from 78% to 100% (mean = 89%) and from 6% to 78% (mean = 32.4%) for inference prompts. In the probe phase following intervention, a clear shift in level was evident from the initial probe phase, with emotion identification averaging 22% and inference prompts averaging 78%. No overlap was detected between probe phases prior to and immediately after the intervention. Overlap for emotion identification was noted in the last two probe sessions for word set 1, when correct responses returned to zero. Inference prompts were variable in the last two probe sessions, ranging from 17% to 67%, with some overlap noted.

In word set 2 initial probe conditions, Ryan was unable to correctly answer questions related to emotion identification or inferencing, levels were low. After intervening, an immediate change in correct responses for emotion identification ranging from 22% to 78% (mean = 67%) and inference prompts ranging from 44% to 100% (mean = 72%) were observed for Ryan. In the probe phase immediately following intervention, emotion identification returned to zero and inference prompts were stable at 33%; overlap was observed.

In word set 3, Ryan’s percent of correct responses in the initial probe phases were low and stable, for both emotion identification and inference prompts. When the intervention was introduced, Ryan immediately responded correctly to emotion identification questions ranging from 89% to 100% (mean = 96%) and inference prompts questions ranging from 50%–100% (mean = 79%). In the probe session immediately following the intervention, Ryan demonstrated a slight level shift for emotion identification, averaging 22% with one data point overlapping. A slight level shift was also noted for inference prompts, averaging 28% with one overlapping data point.

Sam

Sam’s correct responses to word set 1 in the initial probe phase was zero for both skills. Once intervention was introduced, Sam immediately answered emotion identification questions correctly, ranging from 44% to 100% (mean = 87%) as well as inference prompts ranging from 11% to 56% (mean = 39%). In the probe phase immediately following intervention, Sam’s emotion identification averaged 11%, slightly above the initial probe phase, but with overlap noted. Inference prompts averaged 11%, with a slight level shift; no overlap was noted. Overlap for all data points was noted for emotion identification and a slight level shift with an average of 17% for inference prompts during the third probe was noted. In the final probe, emotion identification showed a slight level shift with an average of 17%, and inference prompts averaged 50%, with some overlap noted.

In the word set 2 initial probe conditions, levels were low and stable for both skills. Sam immediately answered questions correctly when the intervention was introduced, with emotion identification averaging 95% and inference prompts ranging from 28% to 67% (mean = 47%). In the probe session immediately following intervention, a shift
in level was observed for both skills. Emotion identification averaged 22%, with one overlapping data point and inference prompts averaging 50%, no overlap was observed. Emotion identification shifted downward in the final probe session, averaging 11% with overlap, while inference prompts maintained with an average of 56%, also with overlap.

For word set 3, Sam's percent of correct responses in the initial probe phases for emotion identification was low and stable averaging 7%; inference prompts were variable, ranging from 0% to 50% (mean = 15%). When the intervention was introduced, Sam's correct responses increased to an average of 89% for emotion identification and 41% for inference prompts. Emotion identification averaged 17% in the final probe session, overlap with previous probe sessions was noted. Inference prompts were again variable, ranging from 17% to 67% (mean = 39%), overlap with prior probe phases was also noted.

**Generalization**

The generalization outcome measure for emotion vocabulary identification was included in each probe session for all four participants and for all word sets. Participants demonstrated low levels for this measure across all probe sessions.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of systematic, direct vocabulary instruction on the ability of preschool children to identify and infer knowledge about emotion words. Using a multiple probe design across word sets, visual analysis indicated all participants were able to gain knowledge about emotion vocabulary during instruction, although results were variable for both emotion identification and inferencing to self and others in the probe sessions. Participants had opportunities to generalize emotion identification during probe sessions, but results were low and variable.

Understanding emotion is a key component of emotional competence and refers to the conceptual knowledge of emotions, including being able to identify the expression on another child’s face or to understand what or how people feel in common situations (Streubel et al., 2020). Additionally, research suggest that language plays a critical role in the acquisition and development of emotion understanding (Cole et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2005; Holodynski et al., 2013; Pons et al., 2003). Findings from this study add to the limited research base on emotion vocabulary instruction for preschool children, specifically focusing on the skills of identification and inferring about the emotions of oneself and others.

In this study, children's ability to recognize and infer knowledge about their own and others' emotions was supported through SBR (Arnold et al., 2012; Curby et al., 2015; Denham & Brown, 2010; Nakamichi et al., 2019; Poulou, 2019; Trentacosta & Fine, 2010). Children were provided with multiple opportunities to hear, see, and engage in discussion with an adult about specific emotion vocabulary. As suggested by Joseph and Strain (2003), adults can foster emotional vocabulary by directly teaching emotion words and their definitions, as well as naturally during conversation, play,
and through special activities. Adults can teach emotion words directly by pairing a picture or photo of a feeling face with the appropriate affective label, for example, during SBR. Additionally, young children can be taught how to detect the cues of how someone is feeling by having their attention drawn to the salient physical features of someone’s affective state, another feature incorporated into the scripted book reading sessions. In this study, the interventionists modeled detecting how someone is feeling by looking at their face (i.e., noticing their eyebrows, their eyes, and their mouth). Utilizing these strategies during instructional sessions demonstrates the importance of adult interactions when engaging children about their emotions.

Consistent with previous research (e.g., Pentimonti et al., 2017; Roberts & Kaiser, 2015), this study utilized scaffolding procedures to respond to participants’ language by expanding on their utterances and recasting language into more mature forms to provide linguistically rich, contingent models. Finally, and we believe the biggest contribution to the research base, is integrating both identification of and inferring knowledge about emotion vocabulary into a shared book reading intervention with preschool age children. While results were variable across all participants during the probe conditions, all children were able to demonstrate improvement in their abilities to identify and respond to inference questions about emotion vocabulary. Therefore, we see the value in teaching young children complex emotion vocabulary to support their overall social and emotional development in the later years.

Limitations

Several limitations to this study must be addressed. First, is the variability within the probe sessions across the four participants. Even after including additional scaffolds during probe sessions, participants were not consistently able to identify emotion images or provide correct responses to the inference to self and others’ questions. Children acquire emotion labels slowly and in a certain developmental order (Widen & Russell 2003; 2008). Through tasks such as labeling emotional faces and stories, researchers found the labels happy, angry, and sad appeared early and were used more frequently, whereas the labels fear, surprise, and disgust appeared later and were used less frequently in different samples of preschoolers aged 2–5 years (Widen & Russell, 2003). It is possible the emotion words targeted in this study were too difficult for the participants to identify in a Google image, or the Google images themselves were not sufficiently representative of such complex emotions. Google images were retrieved by searching for “children demonstrating [emotion].” Two authors independently evaluated the selected images to determine their likeness to the images depicted in the storybook. Effective measures for generalizing emotions often depicted by animals in storybooks to human faces depicting the same emotions, is a consideration for future research.

As well, appropriate responses to inference to self and others’ questions were at times overgeneralized, children often confused responses to the inference to self and others’ questions as new emotion vocabulary was acquired. Despite gains seen during instructional sessions, it was difficult to determine if participants were drawing from knowledge about emotion vocabulary taught in previous word sets, or from knowledge about the emotion vocabulary taught during a specific intervention session or word set.
Finally, future studies should be conducted with a larger and more diverse sample of preschool age children.

**Implications for Research and Practice**

This study has implications for early childhood educators’ practice. SBR is a common routine in preschool settings; therefore, incorporating books that are rich in vocabulary, including emotion words, would be feasible. In this study, popular and readily available storybooks that included emotion words were used. The storybooks are relatively inexpensive, and most schools would be able to access the books through Amazon™ or local library. Using scripted questions and scaffolding procedures like those in this study and others (see van Kleeck et al., 2008) could be helpful for educators who want to introduce more complex emotion vocabulary to the children in their preschool classrooms, while providing the necessary supports and corrective feedback for them to successfully acquire the words.

Vocabulary instruction, specifically focused on emotions, can be helpful in supporting children’s social and emotional development. Social emotional skills in preschool age children might include noticing and responding appropriately to others’ emotions, appropriately expressing their own emotions, noticing and helping peers, and engaging in problem solving (Artman-Meeker et al., 2017). Future research could look at expanding instruction to include other teachable moments. For example, children can be encouraged to use the word in appropriate contexts throughout the day or week, across different classes, or can be assigned a homework activity in which they have to use the word with a parent or caregiver (Murphy et al., 2023).

Adequately capturing children’s ability to identify emotions as well as provide reasonable responses to inference to self and others’ questions was difficult during probe sessions. Dynamic assessment may be one way to address this concern. Dynamic assessments are matched to instructional procedures and allow opportunities for feedback during testing or progress monitoring to determine how children respond to instruction related to the target skill (Catts, 2017). Feedback and predetermined prompts can be provided until the child responds correctly. This type of assessment provides information on the child’s current level of independence with a skill/task and how responsive the child is to instruction targeting that skill. Future research could utilize this type of assessment.
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Appendix A: Sample Script

Grumpy Monkey by Suzanne Lang

Before Reading

1. Preview target vocabulary word *grumpy* and refer to the picture card.
   - Have children say the word after you.
   - Give a child-friendly definition.
   - Describe the picture cards and how they link to the word
     - EID: This girl is grumpy, she looks upset. You can tell by looking at her face and the way her arms are crossed.
     - IS: If you feel grumpy, you could find your favorite toy; this boy loves his teddy bear!
     - IO: If someone else is feeling grumpy, you could offer to play together; these girls are building with blocks.

2. Keep the picture card displayed. Ask child to put their thumbs up when they hear or see pictures of the word *grumpy*.

During Reading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Question Prompt &amp; Evaluate</th>
<th>Expand</th>
<th>Repeat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grumpy: Upset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emotion Identification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover Pg. 4</td>
<td>What is this character feeling?</td>
<td>Grumpy is when you feel upset</td>
<td>Say, grumpy is when you feel upset Or Say, you are easy to make mad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 20</td>
<td>Correct: That’s right, it’s called grumpy</td>
<td>Or You are easy to make mad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inference to Self</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 2</td>
<td>What is something you do when you feel grumpy?</td>
<td>And play with it Or And count to 10</td>
<td>Say, and play with it Or Say, and count to 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 10</td>
<td>Correct: That’s right, you might find your favorite toy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 22</td>
<td>Incorrect: You might find your favorite toy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Binary Choice: Would you find your favorite toy, or would you be mean to people?</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct: That’s right, you would find your favorite toy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect: You would find your favorite toy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inference to Others</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 14</td>
<td>What could you do to help someone when they feel grumpy?</td>
<td>Or get them to talk to you Or Maybe just sit with them for a while</td>
<td>Say, or get them to talk to you Or Say, or maybe just sit with them for a while</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 19</td>
<td>Correct: That’s right, you could try to get them to play</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg. 28</td>
<td>Incorrect: You could try to get them to play</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>